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Now you know how to use Xiaomi Mi AirDots. The English-language guide is compressed and optimized for reading on all devices. It's easy to download with one click, without registration and passwords. Xiaomi Redmi AirDots User Guide File Type: File Size: File Format: Link: Fast User Guide 0.10 megabyte PDF How to download the Instructions Of
Owners Guide Redmi AirDots Wireless Bluetooth headset easy to download on our website. Find the Download button on the web page and click on it. The PDF document will open in a new browser tab that you can save on your device. This file is easy to download, without passwords and registration. Video: How to use redmi Bluetooth headset Whatch is a
short video about setting up Bluetooth airdots Redmy. Content about Xiaomi Redmi AirDots S TWS-Redmi AirDots S headphones worn by the method-Redmi AirDots S start the guide Redmi AirDots S charging guideRedmi AirDots S turn on/off Redmi AirDots S reset the guide Redmi Airs S management team More than 300,000 products 20 different
categories American Express - PayPal, Western Union and bank transfer accepted - Boleto Bancario via Ebanx (for Brazil) - Unregistered AirMail - Registered Air Mail - Priority Line - Accelerated Delivery - 45-Day Guarantee of Reverse Money : Taken out two headphones from the battery box will be powered automatically. Step 2: Update your mobile
phone's Bluetooth device, pair Redmi AirDots S_R. The left ear doesn't need to be matched separately. It can be connected automatically. Note: If you put the headphones back in the charging box and the red light is turned on, the Redmi Airdots S automatically shuts down. How do I reset Redmi AirDots S? Step 1: Tap the multifunctional key for 15 seconds
until the red and white light flashes alternately three times on and off, the device successfully resets. Step 2: Ignore or unpair Redmi AirDots S_R, in the list of Bluetooth devices for mobile phones. Remove the connection record and complete the reset. How to manage Redmi AirDots S TWS?1.Answer/ Hang up/reject phone call when it comes to incoming
call, click on a multifunctional key to answer the phone. Turn on voice assistant In standby, double-click Key function to start voice assistantNote: The phone must support voice control and enable a quick wake-up call. Xiaomi Redmi Airdots supports voice control of Xiaomi Xiaoai, Siri and Google Assistant. Volume adjustmentSomy Redmi Airdots does not
support volume control, you need to adjust the volume with the phone.5. Turn on the Game-Click mode to start low-delay game mode. More than 300,000 products, 20 different categories, 15 local warehouses and several leading brands : Visa, MasterCard, American Express - PayPal, Western Union and bank transfer accepted - Boleto Bancario via Ebanx
(for Brazil) - Unregistered AirMail - Registered Air Mail - Priority Line - Accelerated Delivery - Guarantee 45-Day Cash Support - 365-Day Guarantee of Free Repair - 7-Day Guarantee of dead on arrival (DOA) First pairing of Redmi AirSteps SSteps 1: Take two battery. Step 2: Update your mobile phone's Bluetooth device, pair Redmi AirDots S_R. The left
ear doesn't need to be matched separately. It can be connected automatically. Note: If you put the headphones back in the charging box and the red light is turned on, the Redmi Airdots S automatically shuts down. How do I reset Redmi AirDots S? Step 1: Tap the multifunctional key for 15 seconds until the red and white light flashes alternately three times
on and off, the device successfully resets. Step 2: Ignore or unpair Redmi AirDots S_R, in the list of Bluetooth devices for mobile phones. Remove the connection record and complete the reset. How to manage Redmi AirDots S TWS?1.Answer/ Hang up/reject phone call when it comes to incoming call, click on a multifunctional key to answer the phone. Turn
on voice assistant In standby, double-press the function key to start voice assistantNote: The phone must support voice control and enable a quick wake-up order. Xiaomi Redmi Airdots supports voice control of Xiaomi Xiaoai, Siri and Google Assistant. Volume adjustment by Somo Redmy Airdots does Maintains volume control, you need to adjust the
volume with your phone.5. Turn on the Game-Click mode to start low-delay game mode. More than 300,000 products, 20 different categories, 15 local warehouses and several leading brands : Visa, MasterCard, American Express - PayPal, Western Union and bank transfer accepted - Boleto Bancario via Ebanx (for Brazil) - Unregistered AirMail - Registered
Air Mail - Priority Line - Accelerated Delivery - Guarantee 45-Day Cash Support - 365-Day Guarantee of Free Repair - 7-Day Guarantee of dead on arrival (DOA) First pairing of Redmi AirSteps SSteps 1: Take two battery. Step 2: Update your mobile phone's Bluetooth device, pair Redmi AirDots S_R. The left ear doesn't need to be matched separately. It
can be connected automatically. Note: If you put the headphones back in the charging box and the red light is turned on, the Redmi Airdots S automatically shuts down. How do I reset Redmi AirDots S? Step 1: Tap the multifunctional key for 15 seconds until the red and white light flashes alternately three times on and off, the device successfully resets. Step
2: Ignore or unpair Redmi AirDots S_R, in the list of Bluetooth devices for mobile phones. Remove the connection record and complete the reset. How to manage Redmi AirDots S TWS?1.Answer/ Hang up/reject phone call when it comes to incoming call, click on a multifunctional key to answer the phone. Turn on voice assistant In standby, double-press the
function key to start voice assistantNote: The phone must support voice control and enable a quick wake-up order. Xiaomi Redmi Airdots supports voice control of Xiaomi Xiaoai, Siri and Google Assistant. Volume adjustmentSomy Redmi Airdots does not support volume control, you need to adjust the volume with the phone.5. Turn on the Game-Click mode
to start low-delay game mode. More than 300,000 products, 20 different categories, 15 local warehouses - Several leading brands - Global payment options: Visa, MasterCard, American Express - PayPal, Western Union and bank transfer accepted through Ebanx (for Brazil) AirMail - Registered Air Mail - Priority Line - Accelerated Delivery - Guarantee 45-
Day Return Guarantee - 365-day free repair warranty - 7-day Dead on Arrival (DOA) First pairing of Redmi AirDots SStep 1: By pulling two headphones out of the battery box, which will be included automatically. Step 2: Update your mobile phone's Bluetooth device, pair Redmi AirDots S_R. The left ear doesn't need to be matched separately. It can be
connected automatically. Note: If you put the headphones back in the charging box and the red light is turned on, the Redmi Airdots S automatically shuts down. How do I reset Redmi AirDots S? Step 1: Tap the multifunctional key for 15 seconds until the red and white light flashes alternately three times on and off, the device successfully resets. Step 2:
Ignore or unpair Redmi AirDots S_R, in the list of Bluetooth devices for mobile phones. Remove the connection record and complete the reset. How to manage Redmi AirDots S TWS?1.Answer/ Hang up/reject phone call when it comes to incoming call, click on a multifunctional key to answer the phone. Turn on voice assistant In standby, double-press the
function key to start voice assistantNote: The phone must support voice control and enable a quick wake-up order. Xiaomi Redmi Airdots supports voice control of Xiaomi Xiaoai, Siri and Google Assistant. Volume adjustmentSomy Redmi Airdots does not support volume control, you need to adjust the volume with the phone.5. Turn on the Game-Click mode
to start low-delay game mode. More than 300,000 products, 20 different categories, 15 local warehouses and several leading brands : Visa, MasterCard, American Express - PayPal, Western Union and bank transfer accepted - Boleto Bancario via Ebanx (for Brazil) - Unregistered AirMail - Registered Air Mail - Priority Line - Accelerated Delivery - Guarantee
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